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Abstract

Learning Analytics is an emerging field focused on analyzing learners’ interactions with educational content. One of the key open issues in learning analytics is the standardization of the data collected. This is a particularly challenging issue in serious games, which generate a diverse range of data. This paper reviews the current state of learning analytics, data standards and serious games, studying how serious games are tracking the interactions from their players and the metrics that can be distilled from them. Based on this review, we propose an interaction model that establishes a basis for applying Learning Analytics into serious games. This paper then analyzes the current standards and specifications used in the field. Finally, it presents an implementation of the model with one of the most promising specifications: Experience API (xAPI). The Experience API relies on Communities of Practice developing profiles that cover different use cases in specific domains. This paper presents the Serious Games xAPI Profile: a profile developed to align with the most common use cases in the serious games domain. The profile is applied to a case study (a demo game), which explores the technical practicalities of standardizing data acquisition in serious games. In summary, the paper presents a new interaction model to track serious games and their implementation with the xAPI specification.
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1. Introduction

A serious game is a video game designed with a purpose other than pure entertainment [1]. Serious games have been proven to be effective educational tools in many domains, such as mathematics, physics, engineering, medicine, economics, history and literature [2]–[5]. The methods used to measure their effectiveness vary from study to study (some standard guidelines are starting to arise [6]). However, a large number of serious games research studies primarily depend on data from surveys and questionnaires [7].

Meanwhile, data-driven approaches that rely on collecting and analyzing data from learners’ on-line activity are a current trend in the e-learning community. Disciplines such as Learning Analytics (LA) [8] and Educational Data Mining (EDM) [9] are studying the way learners perform online activities within Virtual Learning Environments (VLE). Their main goal is to better understand educational processes to find ways to improve them and assure an accurate assessment of the student. LA applications vary from identifying students at risk of failing a course [10] to recommending additional educational materials for those students who might need them [11]. As the number of LA applications increases, there is a growing interest in which educational standards can be used to share and exploit data, easing the collaboration between LA tools and VLEs.
The interactive nature of serious games makes them a good source of LA data. Tracking the learner’s interaction within a serious game and storing it provides multiple benefits for all the stakeholders involved in the learning process. For instance, teachers could follow a student’s progression while the student plays, and could take action on any identified learning problem in real-time. In addition, researchers can now harvest and store activity data in a centralized location, and can more easily conduct a deeper analysis for understanding consistent student behaviors and performance in serious games.

Current research shows that questionnaires, which are outside the game context, are the most common method to collect data in formal experiments with serious games [7]. This heavily contrasts with the practices in non-formal environments. For instance, commercial videogames have been relying on Game Analytics (GA) to learn from their users for years [12]. GA researchers use questionnaires to assess game mechanics or gameplay [13], but their main source of data is the non-disruptive tracking embedded in their games (usually called telemetry [14]). They can track all types of interactions with different purposes: from predicting revenue to measuring engagement.

Serious games can greatly benefit from GA techniques (and non-disruptive tracking) to improve their analysis and, through the use of standards, to ease their integration and increase their usefulness inside VLEs. Using GA techniques poses some challenges, though. The video game industry is very protective with their GA practices and usually relies on proprietary systems. Consequently, there are no standardized formats to represent players’ interactions. Another limitation is that GA and LA goals differ: while GA aims to increase engagement (trying to maximize the time a player stays in the “flow” state [15]) and monetization, LA seeks to analyze and measure players’ learning outcomes [16].

Some serious games track their learners’ interactions, but use custom formats (Section 2 below shows a detailed review). These custom formats hinder support for serious games in educational tools (particularly VLEs) and the use of general tools to process and analyze the data. This is natural due to the immaturity of the field, however, there are enough case studies that identify common interactions tracked by serious games to start defining tracking models, which eventually can be standardized. This paper aggregates these case studies to infer an interaction model candidate for standardization, joining other proposals to track LA observables in a standard way [17]. The standardization will also help the creation of supporting infrastructure and decrease the cost of applying LA (e.g., the cost of integrating the game in a VLE) [18].

In this paper, we perform a review to detect the common interactions tracked in serious games found in the literature. We use that review to infer an aggregated interaction model. Then, we analyze the current LA standards and their suitability to represent the model. Finally, we present a reference implementation using the xAPI specification [21], along with a case study.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a review of the interactions tracked in formal experiments with serious games; Section 3 shows the interaction model inferred from findings in Section 2; Section 4 analyzes current LA standards; Section 5 presents the xAPI implementation of the interaction model along with a case study; and Section 6 discusses the results, limitations, and future work.

2. Interactions tracked in serious games

In this paper we build upon a previous review by Calderon and Ruiz on serious games and evaluation [7]. They identified a total of 120 papers using key search terms such as “evaluation / validation / assessment” combined with “serious games / simulation games”. We were looking for serious games...
that contained any type of tracking for assessment, and this review was additionally valuable for finding relevant serious games, and it was recent enough to provide a quite complete list. We reviewed the 120 papers and found 14 serious games tracking the players’ in-game interactions. We analyzed them to infer the types of interactions most commonly tracked, and present the results below.

In general, video games use two interaction strategies: a) event-based, where the game logs pre-specified events when they occur; and b) state-based, where the game repeatedly sends game state at a specific frequency [22]. Each of the 14 serious games in our review opted for the events-based strategy. Most of the events include at least two attributes: a timestamp, representing the moment the event is generated, and a user id, identifying the player that originates the event. This basic data enable researchers to obtain metrics such as number of players, the number of times players accessed the game, or time played [23]–[26].

The serious games reviewed track the completion (binary value, yes or no) or the level of completion achieved (percentage) by the players. Some serious games just track whether the game was fully completed, and others have a more fine-grained level of detail, tracking completion in each of the levels within the game [23], [27], [28]. This type of interaction relies on the notion that a player completing the game or parts of the game is also progressing towards a learning goal. Common metrics extracted from these events are the quantity of completed levels/scenarios/scenes and the time it took to complete each one.

Many serious games also track the in-game choices performed by players in a given context. These choices most commonly involve questions with multiple answers [23], [24], [29]. These questions can be either presented directly to the player during the game or integrated in a dialog with a non-playable character (NPC). Some serious games also track general choices where the player must select an action among several options [25], [26]. In many cases, when a player makes a choice in a serious game, he would need to apply specific knowledge to make the right decision. This feature makes the choice interesting for future assessment. Common metrics obtained from these interactions are: the time spent to make decisions and the rightness/wrongness ratio when selections can be scored positively or negatively (questions with a correct answer).

The serious games that were reviewed often rely on meaningful measurable variables to calculate players’ learning outcomes [25], [27], [28]. The most common variables are scores, number of in-game deaths and kills or coins collected. All these variables are linked to the player’s performance in the game, and can reveal the level of success in the learning goals involved. For instance, a final high score in a serious game can indicate good performance towards the game’s learning goals. The most common metrics extracted from this interaction are the game’s final high score value and the ratios that can be obtained combining several of them collected from different game attempts.

Finally, we need to highlight that several serious games tracked events that were specific to those games. For instance, Hauge [29] collected chat logs from their multiplayer game, Qudrat-Ullah [26] tracked the number of times a player asked for in-game help, and Buttussi [30] and Cowley [31] collected biometric information using several external devices. This leads us to conclude that, although we can identify common events and interactions, the use of game-specific interactions is also necessary to assess user performance in serious games.
3. Interaction model

The previous section covers how learner’s interactions are tracked in serious games. This section presents an interaction model, derived from the previous analysis, to represent the most common interactions found in the analyzed serious games.

The proposed model uses events to represent the players’ individual interactions within the game, since event-based tracking is the most widespread strategy among serious games. The vast majority of interactions are characterized by two attributes: an action and a target that receives the action. Sometimes, an additional value is necessary to quantify the result of the interaction (e.g., in the interaction “achieved 50% of Level 1”, the action is “achieved”, the target is “Level 1” and the value is “50%”). Finally, all interactions identify who generated them and when.

Thus, we define an interaction event with the following attributes: 1) a timestamp, representing the instant the event was generated in the game; 2) a user id, identifying the player that generated the event; 3) an action, representing the type of interaction performed by the player; 4) a target, representing a game element that is the objective of the player’s action; and 5) an optional value, representing the parameters of the action. All attributes are required except value, which will only appear for those actions that need parameters to quantify their results.

Below, we present all the types of targets (i.e., the objective of the player’s action) identified in Section 2 along with their related actions.

3.1. Completables

The target type completable deals with the player’s level of progress in a serious game. A completable is something a player can start, progress on and complete within a serious game (even several times). It is a unit of progress inside the game, and can have different scopes. Some examples of completables are: game, game session, level, quest, world, stage, and race.

The action start marks when a player begins the fulfillment of a completable. No value is associated to this action. The action progress updates the total advance of a player in a completable. The associated value must be a decimal number, between 0.0 and 1.0, where 0.0 means the player has not made any progress towards the completable and 1.0 means the player fully satisfied the completable. The action complete marks when a player finishes a completable. No value is associated with this action. Considering these actions, we could calculate the following metrics per player and per completable: level of completeness, times completed, and time to complete.

3.2. Alternatives

The target type alternative deals with each of the in-game decisions a player performs during a gameplay. An alternative is a set of options among which the player has to choose at a given point in the game. The player can only choose one option, and some of the options can be unavailable (locked). Some examples of alternatives are: questions, menus, paths, and dialog tree (in a conversation with a non-playable character).

The action select marks when a player selects an option in an alternative. The associated value must be a string identifying the selected option. The action unlock marks when a player unlocks an option in an alternative. The associated value must be a string identifying the unlocked option. Considering these actions, we could calculate the following metrics per player and alternative: options selected and options unlocked.
3.3. Meaningful variables

The target type meaningful variable deals with each of the values that represent something meaningful in gameplay (e.g., a score). A meaningful variable is a value inside the game world with a special significance. Meaningful variables are usually numeric, but they could also be other data types, for instance, text, binary values (true or false), or simple structures (e.g., positions). The player can set a variable’s value. Some examples of meaningful variables are: score, currency (e.g., coins, rings, and money), health, and the player’s position.

The action set marks when the game sets a particular value in a meaningful variable after some player interaction. The associated value must be the new value. Considering these actions, we could calculate the following metrics per player and variable: final value and value’s evolution.

3.4. Custom interactions

There are serious games and educational scenarios that will benefit from tracking very specific player interactions with great detail, for example, to facilitate a manual subjective analysis of the interaction.

If the serious game needs to track some event that is not able to be represented by the events defined above, the model can always be extended with new types of targets and a set of associated actions. For instance, when a serious game tracks chat logs [29], we could create a type of target called “chat message” (at the same level as completables, alternatives, and meaningful variables) with the action send to represent when a player sends a text message in a chat, where the value would be the message content.

However, if too much use is made of these extensions, then the result may be a loss of the automatic or semi-automatic processes that the standard is intended to support, hence requiring the extension of analysis tools or manually processing the interactions. The model presented in this section is a first step to cover the interactions most commonly found in serious games, settling down a common semantic for both serious games developers and analytics tool providers and allowing them to innovate and work without restrictive dependencies. The model can be extended with custom interactions that can be generalized and shared across many serious games (e.g., events for concrete game mechanics), along with the automatic processes to analyze them.

4. Learning Analytics standards

In the previous section, we have defined the targets and actions presented in our interaction model for serious games. Now we need a real notation to represent the model. As we discussed in the introductory section, we can take advantage of standardization efforts currently underway in the field of LA in order to represent serious games analytics. Therefore, we need to find an appropriate standard to represent our interaction model.

LA specifications and standards can deal with many types of data in educational contexts. Several authors [32] classify data handled by learning analytics into two categories: static (data that barely changes over time) and dynamic (data that is updated more often). These data can proceed from several sources: people, resources, services, learning activities, objectives, and assessments [33]. In our particular situation, we are looking for a standard that deals with dynamic data (interactions) inside a learning activity (serious game).
Some standards in the dynamic category focus on capturing achievements derived from users' interactions. For instance, Mozilla Open Badge Initiative (OBI) [34] is oriented towards the issuing of badges that represents the knowledge or skills gained by individual learners that can be checked by third parties, while IMS Basic Outcomes [35] offers the possibility to set a grade for the activity.

Within this category, SCORM deserves a special mention, since it is one of the most widespread standards used in the deployment and communication of education resources [36], and has been used in the past to track results of serious games [37]. SCORM supports communication of completion status, success status, score, and progress. It also provides some extra fields to report events from the educational activity: comments, in free text forms; interactions, to track questionnaires and other educational items, and objectives, to track sub-goals with score, status, and completion variables.

The main limitation of SCORM and the other standards we have mentioned, is that their principal design goal is to capture results. Some of them allow for interactions during the activity to be captured, but many tools and VLEs do not make these data available for analysis, hence the educational content behaves as a “black box” [37]: we know the results of the activity but we have no information about how the activity was actually carried out. New approaches in LA are advocating for the “white box” model [37], in which educational content provides more granularity for user interaction data, allowing more insights into educational results.

Efforts being made towards this model include standards dedicated to tracking activities and interactions inside educational resources (dynamic data about learning activities), usually in the form of a log. For instance, PSLC DataShop Tutor Message Format (DataShop) [38] is used to log activity in tutoring applications; Contextualized Attention Metadata (CAM) [39] is used to log user interactions in learning environments.

Another relevant specification for this task is Activity Streams [40]. This specification is able to represent sequences of actions performed by users in a specific context. Each action is represented by an “activity,” whose main attributes are an actor (who performs the action), a verb (what action is performed), and an object (the target of the action). A sequence of activities is a stream, and represents the actions from a set of users. This is a general purpose specification, although it was initially based on the interactions given inside social networks. Its structure is a good fit to represent our model interactions.

ADL Experience API (xAPI) and IMS Caliper are two specifications greatly inspired by Activity Streams. Both are mainly used in educational contexts, so they are an even better fit to represent our interaction model. Below, we analyze each of them separately.

### 4.1. IMS Caliper

Caliper Analytics is a framework developed by the IMS Global Consortium [41], whose main goal is to establish a way to capture and obtain measures from a set of learning activities.

Each learning activity has one or several associated metric profiles. A metric profile defines the information model that shapes the types of events emitted by the learning activity. It also provides a semantic for later analysis. Some metric profiles are designed to track raw user activity (e.g., page views in an eBook) and others to track user learning outcomes (e.g., the score in an assessment) [42].
The Sensor API defines the standard representation of the events in each metric profile. The event structure derives from Activity Streams and contains, among other attributes, an actor, an action, and an object. The first version of IMS Caliper [43] does not provide a way to extend the vocabulary used by events to fit other learning activities (such as serious games). Some sort of extension can be accomplished through the extensions attribute present in events, although this would not be enough as our interaction model needs to define a whole set of new vocabulary.

A new metric profile would be necessary to represent serious games as learning activities in IMS Caliper. The profile should define as actions all interactions described in Section 3, and as objects all the targets. The task is technically accomplishable but it would require direct collaboration with IMS, since, to date, they fully control the development of new metric profiles.

### 4.2. Experience API

Experience API (xAPI) is a specification developed by an open community lead by the Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative (ADL) [21]. The specification’s objective is to define a data and communication model to track user activities within learning environments.

xAPI defines each event tracked in a learning activity as a Statement. The format also derives from Activity Streams, and the main attributes in a Statement are actor, verb (action), and object. Figure 1 illustrates its structure.

```
{
    "actor": {
        "name": "John Doe",
        "mbox": "mailto:johndoe@example.com"
    },
    "verb": {
        "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/completed",
        "display": { "en-US": "completed" }
    },
    "object": {
        "id": "http://example.com/activities/programming-course",
        "definition": {
            "name": { "en-US": "Programming course" }
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 1. An xAPI Statement representing a learning activity. Specifically, that “John Doe completed a Programming Course”.

The statements can contain additional attributes with more information about the experience: result, containing the outcomes of the statement; context, representing the learning environment; or authority, specifying who assures the truthfulness of the statement.

All xAPI statements are sent to a Learning Record Store (LRS), a database that holds all the statements in sequential order. The LRS can be later queried to perform statements analysis.
Unlike IMS Caliper, xAPI does not set any constraints on the vocabulary that can be used in the statements. Practitioners can create their own verbs and activity types to define domain specific vocabularies. Additionally, xAPI allows extensions to expand the specification and fulfill new or unique requirements. The definition of new vocabularies along with these extensions is denominated a “xAPI profile”. These profiles are usually developed through an xAPI Community of Practice (e.g., some groups have created vocabulary for eBooks or videos) [44], but other third parties are also developing vocabularies to fit their own needs [45].

In summary, the xAPI specification is designed to represent sequences of interactions, is widely adopted in the educational community, and it allows for the creation of domain specific vocabularies to fit new types of learning activities. These features pose it as one of the best candidates to use in the representation of our interaction model for serious games. In the next section, we present how our model can be implemented using xAPI.

5. Experience API implementation

A full version of a Serious Games xAPI Profile has been developed by the RAGE project in collaboration with ADL [46]. In this section, we detail the process followed to convert the simple events structure of the proposed model presented in section 3 to full xAPI statements.

First, we create a mapping between event fields and Statement properties as an initial approach to the conversion and present the initial vocabulary of the profile. Then, we explore the use and semantics of xAPI attributes to create richer statements, specifically, the use of result to log game state variables and the use of extensions to add additional semantics useful for analysis. Finally, we present a case study that uses this implementation and present some statement examples.

5.1. Event fields to Statement properties

Table 1 shows the mapping of schema fields to xAPI Statement properties. Below, we summarize the considerations and adjustments made to each field in the proposed implementation.

The userId maps to actor. The VLE hosting the learning activity is responsible for communicating the value of actor to the client (the serious game). This communication is done during the activity launch, after an authentication process.

The action maps to verb. xAPI identifies a verb with a unique internationalized resource identifier (IRI). IRIs are usually URIs that, if resolved, are intended to return the verb definition in a machine-readable format. xAPI does not define any particular verb by default (with the exception of a reserved verb, voided) and suggests that verbs defined by the community should be reused. If the community does not provide a verb that represents what is needed, a new verb with a new IRI should be created.

The target maps to object. xAPI also identifies objects with IRIs, but in this case the IRIs identify specific objects of the activity, and should not be reused outside its context. However, the object can specify a type that defines its class. The IRIs for this attribute follow the same guidelines as verbs’ IRIs.

The value maps to result. The result attribute holds all the outcomes associated with the statement, and it contains a set of predefined properties: score, success, completion, response, duration, and extensions. The proposed implementation will try to map the value field to these attributes. In cases
Finally, the timestamp maps directly to the xAPI statement timestamp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction event field</th>
<th>xAPI statement attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>userId</td>
<td>actor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>action</td>
<td>verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>target</td>
<td>object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value (Optional)</td>
<td>result (Optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timestamp</td>
<td>timestamp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Mapping of interactions event fields to xAPI statement attributes.

### 5.2. xAPI profile vocabulary

This section presents the xAPI vocabulary needed to represent the types of events presented in Section 3. Table 2 shows the mapping of actions to xAPI verbs, Table 3 shows the activity types for common targets in serious games. Note that this new vocabulary is also based on our previous work and experience applying e-learning standards to serious games [19], [37].

This vocabulary conceptualizes the most used concepts found in serious games. Note that the goal of this xAPI vocabulary (and profile) is to establish a basis for the application of LA standards to serious games. Once that is done, the Serious Games Community of Practice can extend this vocabulary to capture interactions from more specific game mechanics. For instance, it could add the verbs *jumped*, *killed* or *picked* to represent typical interactions in a platform game.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>start</td>
<td><a href="http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/initialized">http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/initialized</a></td>
<td>Indicates the activity provider has determined that the actor successfully started an activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>progress</td>
<td><a href="http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/progressed">http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/progressed</a></td>
<td>Indicates a value of how much an actor has advanced or moved through an activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complete</td>
<td><a href="http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/completed">http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/completed</a></td>
<td>Indicates the actor finished or concluded the activity successfully.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unlock</td>
<td><a href="https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/verbs/unlocked">https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/verbs/unlocked</a></td>
<td>Indicates the actor unlocked an option previously unavailable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select</td>
<td><a href="https://w3id.org/xapi/adb/verbs/selected">https://w3id.org/xapi/adb/verbs/selected</a></td>
<td>Indicates the selected choices, favored options or settings of an actor in relation to an object or activity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Mapping of event actions to xAPI verbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Activity Type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>serious game</td>
<td><a href="https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/activities/serious-game">https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/activities/serious-game</a></td>
<td>A game designed for a primary purpose other than pure entertainment. For instance, an educational game or a game-like simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level</td>
<td><a href="https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/activities/level">https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/activities/level</a></td>
<td>A level of a game or of a gamified learning platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mission</td>
<td><a href="https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/activities/mission">https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/activities/mission</a></td>
<td>An accomplishable mission or challenge presented inside a gamified activity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3. Game variables in result

The interaction model presented in Section 3 (also building on our earlier work [19], [20]) proposes to generate a new event with the action set each time a game variable is updated (e.g., the score increased, the health bar decreased, the coins was set to a value…). This design decision presents a drawback: the primary action that generated the update gets lost. That is, if the player gets a score of 500 points because he completed a level, two events are generated: one with the level completion and one with the score update. Thus, it is necessary to analyze previous events to obtain the triggering action of the score update.

xAPI enables the problem to be solved through the use of the attribute result. This attribute allows the ability to specify any outcome related to the statement. Thus, the variable updates can be contained by the interaction that generated them instead of being in a separate statement. So, instead of generating two statements when a player completes a level and obtains 500 points, the xAPI tracker only generates one, containing the level completion as the main interaction and the score update in the result.

5.4. Analysis’ semantics with extensions

A common problem in any type of analysis based on user-generated logs is to establish the semantics of each action in the log. xAPI solves this problem for statements by giving strong semantics to the vocabulary it defines. For instance, if the semantics of the verb completed and the activity type exam are fully defined, whenever a statement declaring that “a student completed an exam” is found, its interpretation for analysis will be unequivocal.

The verbs and activities definitions are fundamental to the analysis of statements. Additionally, xAPI defines extensions properties to establish further semantics whenever verbs and activity types are not enough. For instance, the attribute result contains an extensions property to add additional outcomes of the statement.

Table 4 shows the result extensions defined for the Serious Games xAPI Profile. For instance, the extension progress measures the level of achievement during an activity, health determines the current level of health of the player and position localizes the player inside the game world (with coordinates, x, y, and z).

These extensions represent common concepts found in serious games. Along with their definitions, they establish clear semantics for their analysis (e.g., a level of health near to 0 would indicate that the player is in danger of losing a life or attempt). As with verbs and activity types, the Serious Games Community of Practice can leverage extensions to capture more specific game mechanics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extension Name</th>
<th>Extension IRI</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>question</td>
<td><a href="http://adlnet.gov/expapi/activities/question">http://adlnet.gov/expapi/activities/question</a></td>
<td>A question is typically part of an assessment and requires a response from the learner, a response that is then evaluated for correctness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>menu</td>
<td><a href="https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/activities/menu">https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/activities/menu</a></td>
<td>A menu with several options whose selection produces different effects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dialog tree</td>
<td><a href="https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/activities/dialog-tree">https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/activities/dialog-tree</a></td>
<td>An alternative presented during a conversation with a non-playable character.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
progress https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/extensions/serious-game A decimal number (3 significant figures with 2 figures following the decimal point) between 0 and 1 (inclusive) to indicate the value of progress in an activity.
currency https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/extensions/currency A variable indicating the count of and spendable currency within a game: coins, rings, diamonds, dollars…
health https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/extensions/health A decimal number (3 significant figures with 2 figures following the decimal point) between 0 and 1 (inclusive) to indicate the remaining health in an activity.
position https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/extensions/position An object, with attributes x, y and z, indicating the position of the player in the game world.

Table 4. Extensions defined for the serious game profile.

5.5. Case study: The Countrix Game

This section presents Countrix, a serious game that implements the Serious Games xAPI profile to represent and communicate learners’ interactions. The game is a case study developed to demonstrate the use of the Serious Games xAPI profile. It is fully implemented and available for download\(^1\). The goals of this case study are two: 1) illustrate the use of the profile with a real serious game and 2) analyze the technicalities involved in the xAPI communication.

Countrix is a timed Q&A about Geography (countries, capitals, flags and continents). The player has a fixed amount of time to answer the greatest number of questions. When the player chooses a correct answer the score increases by one. If the player fails, the time to answer questions decreases (Figure 2). The game uses a simple game mechanic to illustrate more clearly the statements generated.

Figure 2. Screen captures of Countrix. The game presents consecutive questions with 3 possible answers. The remaining time is represented by a blue bar at the top.

Figure 3 shows a statement generated right after starting the game. The statement uses the verb \textit{initialized} to specify that the activity (of the serious game type) has just started. Figure 4 shows a statement generated after the player selects an incorrect answer. The statement uses the verb \textit{selected}, and an activity of type \textit{question}. The result contains the variable that changes with the interaction. In this case, the value \textit{health} (remaining time to answer questions) decreases with the

error and its value is transmitted. The game also contains an xAPI viewer that allows the player to watch the statement being generated in real time.

```json
{
    "actor": {
        "name": "John Doe",
        "mbox": "mailto:john doe@example.com"
    },
    "verb": {
        "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/initialized",
        "display": { "en-US": "initialized" } 
    },
    "object": {
        "id": "http://rage.e-ucm.com/activities/Countrix",
        "definition": {
            "name": { "en-US": "Countrix Serious Game" },
            "type": "https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/activities/serious-game"
        }
    }
}
```

**Figure 3.** xAPI statement generated every time the player launches the game.

```json
{
    "actor": {
        "name": "John Doe",
        "mbox": "mailto:john doe@example.com"
    },
    "verb": {
        "id": "https://w3id.org/xapi/adb/verbs/selected",
        "display": { "en-US": "selected" } 
    },
    "object": {
        "definition": {
            "type": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/activities/question"
        }
    },
    "result": {
        "response": "Lisbon",
        "success": false,
        "extensions": { 
            "https://w3id.org/xapi/seriousgames/extensions/health": 0.34
        }
    }
}
```

**Figure 4.** xAPI statement generated after the player selected an incorrect answer.

The *Countrix* game is connected to a Learning Analytics framework that contains an LRS [18]–[20]. When the player starts the game, the game requests an authorization to the LA framework to start sending xAPI statements. If the framework grants it, it responds, in JSON format, with the LRS endpoint, an actor identifying the user and an activity id. The client tracker uses the returned data to start sending xAPI statements.

This initialization and authorization process is out of the xAPI specification scope, so it was necessary to design and develop it from scratch. The rest of the communication with the LRS is fully described by the xAPI specification. In this case, the framework uses an open source LRS to store the statements.
6. Discussion, conclusions and future work

In this paper, we reviewed 14 serious games that track learners’ gameplay. This review allowed us to build an interaction model that can lay the foundation for a more systematic application of learning analytics in serious games. The model includes several types of events common in serious games and proposes some associated metrics. The model can be implemented with standards or specifications designed to track users’ activity in the form of sequential streams (i.e., Activity Stream and its derivatives) and can decrease the cost of implementing LA for serious games. It sets a basis to start performing analysis in serious games methodologically, using the semantics concepts it contains: completable, alternatives, and variables.

However, this is just a first step in systematizing LA in serious games. The proposed interaction model and its associated metrics cover only the general aspects of learning in a serious game. The model can be extended by adding elements that represent the nuances of concrete game mechanics, which are usually correlative to the way players learn. It can also take elements from Game Analytics, since many of their insights can help to make serious games into better (e.g., more engaging) video games. These extensions will enable new types of analysis that will help to better understand the learning process inside serious games.

We wanted to explore the technical practicalities of using the proposed model, so this paper also presents a full implementation using the xAPI specification. The specification’s flexibility enabled the full interaction model to be described, creating a new set of vocabulary along with an xAPI serious games profile. Using xAPI enables the integration with compatible VLEs, as well as the use of some basic report tools developed by the xAPI community. The Countrix serious game was presented as an example of use of the Serious Games xAPI profile to improve the understanding of the approach.

We did encounter some limitations. The xAPI specification is fully based on the notion of a self-contained statement: each statement emitted from an educational activity should have enough data to make sense on its own. These extra data include attributes such as context (the activity where the statement was generated) or authority (who assures the statement is valid and true), which are redundant across a sequence of statements belonging to the same gameplay session. Although these properties are optional, in some cases highly dense statements can create bandwidth problems for highly interactive activities that produce a substantial number of statements, as in the case of video games. This can be tackled by simplifying the content of the statement, for instance, sending only the minimum required attributes of the statement (namely, identifiers for actors, verbs and objects and values for results), and leaving to the receiving LRS (database) the task of filling the missing attributes. Another approach would be to send and store events in a compressed non-xAPI format, and enable the compressed data store to serve xAPI statements through a converter in response to queries. In addition to verbosity, the JSON data format might not be the most efficient representation regarding both bandwidth and CPU cycles metrics, an issue that is particularly relevant for mobile devices which are commonly used gaming devices. We are exploring the use of an xAPI gateway that can receive a more efficient representation (binary) and then transform it into the standard (and full) JSON statement representation.

The great flexibility of xAPI also presents some risks. Although the specification sets a common ground for the data format, it leaves to the communities of practice the development and agreement on common vocabularies for specific domains. The basic analysis tools available for xAPI are too
general to analyze the semantics behind these specific vocabularies, so the development of analysis tools targeting their specific semantics is also necessary to extract the full potential of the specification. Thus, the success of an xAPI profile as an open standard requires a minimum number of adopters from different areas (business, education, research...) working together on tools they can develop and share. This can be a complex task in an area that is evolving so fast.

This paper is an exploration of the current issues in the application of LA standards to serious games. We consider that the interaction model that we have presented, together with the Serious Games xAPI Profile, can establish some basic principles and open new research paths for serious game analysis.
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